
================================================================================= OFFER 

GOLD BUSINESS 
(AFFINAGE PLANT) 

LOCATION 
The business (plant) is located on the territory of the European Union in one of the more 
prosperous countries with duty-free trade and minimal taxes. 

 
 
CHARACTERISTICS AND CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES 
Plant area 3000 m2. 
The equipment is based on a reactor manufactured in Switzerland and Italy. 
The plant processes and produces pure (bank) marked gold 999.9% in 1 kg and 12.5 kg ingots 
according to international standards in an amount of up to 3,000 kg per month. 
The production meets the environmental requirements adopted in the country of location. 
The management company has 30 years of experience. 
License for circulation and production of precious metals - unlimited. 
 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS 
- to increase the volume of gold output and production by more than 3,000 kg per month; 
- invest in the development of a gold ore deposit; 
- to design and modernize on the ground floor with an area of 1,000 m2 a storage facility for all 
types of metals, jewelry and securities; 
- in the course of activity, invest in obtaining a banking license, opening a new bank or a branch of 
a foreign bank, possibly buying a large foreign bank (at the request of the investor). 
 
OFFER TO INDIVIDUALS AND LEGAL ENTITIES 
 
Offered for sale: 
100% of the plant's share 21,000,000 + 10% euros, including all taxes and services of 
professional, monopoly intermediaries and representatives, as well as assets in the amount of 
1,000,000,000 euros. 
 
Sale for investment 38.6 million euros, with the investor's share not exceeding 38%. 
The investment cost will include the following assets: 
- Refinery, equipment, license; 
- Metal assets and their derivatives: nickel and gold wire, 99.83% pure 99.87%; copper ingots and 
copper powder 99.999% pure; and other metals in the amount of at least 8,000,000,000 Euro; 
- Working capital for the purchase of gold raw materials and the development of gold deposits in 
Colombia, Chile, Africa; 
- Organization of a licensed private airline and the purchase of 2 Jet planes;  



- Organization of an international financial conglomerate, the purpose of which is: issue and issue 
of securities, attracting investment partners. Realization (sale) and transfer to management of rare 
earth metals (isotopes) and high frequency metals; 
- Production and sale of biological products that have no analogues in the world. 
The term for the return on investment by making a profit from the production and sale of precious 
metals, and the company's participation in the securities market will be from 3 to 5 years. 
 
We will provide more detailed information when signing the confidential policy and 
confirming the solvency. 
 
INTERACTION PROCEDURE 
1. The investor provides an official letter of intent (LOI) with confirmation of his solvency in the 
name of Igor Putintsev, the owner of Alisetto Invest s.r.o., indicating the contact phone number 
(his or an official authorized person), 
2. After negotiations, the investor sends the passports of his representatives, endowed with 
signature rights (lawyers, auditors, etc.), who are invited to the office of the management 
company, 
3. In the office, agreements of intent and non-disclosure are signed, the amount of the deposit is 
paid to the plant's account, 
4. A joint audit study of the documentation is carried out for a period of up to 3 months after which 
the transaction itself takes place. 
 
 
 
Representative of ALISETTO INVEST S.R.O. in Russia 

Vladimir Teryokhin 

Tel. +7 902 3717070 

E-mail: tvv-s@mail.ru 

 
 
  

mailto:tvv-s@mail.ru


Application 
4th floor: offices, conference hall 

 
 
3rd floor: smelting shop 

 

 
 
Separate room for the production of ingots 

 
 



Factory management office, laboratory 

 
 
2nd floor: reactor for refining 50 kg per shift (8 hours) 

 
 
Water and air purification system (outlet - drinking water) 

 



 
 
1st floor: parking 

 
Ground floor (not used) 
Located in the mountain. Separate entrance. In the future, use as a repository. 
 
 
 
LIST OF EQUIPMENT: 
 
APPENDIX XXX   
 
• FACILITIES INVENTORY   
Ground floor 
- Installation of air renewal PX- Holding 

‐ Columns gas cleaning PX--‐Holding  

‐ Reactor dissolution Au Italtec IAO--‐BR250 
‐ Reactors precipitation and cementation PX--‐Holding - 2 DIEMME filter press AH01 
‐ Treatment effluents PX--‐Holding STPX 8.0--‐UFPC 
‐ Compressor Atlas--‐Copco GA30 

‐ Two propane water heaters Vaillant Ecotec Plus --‐ Station refined gold by electrolysis PX--‐
Holding 
 
First floor 

* Semi--‐finished   
‐ Continuous casting furnace Indutherm CC420 --‐ Profile Projector Mitutoyo PJ--‐3000 
‐ PX--‐annealing furnace Holding FT01--‐349D 
‐ Hydraulic Shears CI--‐500 PX--‐Holding 

‐ Holding Laminadora PX--‐PX300  
 



* Foundry  

‐ Balance Sartorius 32--‐kg 0,1g 51WSDCP 
‐ Propane furnace 8 Kg Au 
‐ 20 kg propane furnace Au 

‐ Induction Furnace Italtec FIM--‐TPU20 
‐ CEIA Induction Furnace F5  
‐ Furnace Waxco Shuttle 
‐ Blasting Italtec RPG / D 

‐ Liquid Cooler APR 031 Evotech 
‐ Filter Smoke LRA ULT 1200 
‐ Hair--‐heater trays Quimijoy  
 
* Weighing 

‐ Balance Sartorius 90308388 (210 g --‐ 0.00001 g) 

‐ Balance Sartorius BP 110S (110 g --‐ 0.00001 g) 
‐ Balance Sartorius LP16000S (16 kg --‐ 0.1 g) 
 

* X--‐rays 
‐ X--‐ray Spectrograph Fischer Xan 250 
 
* Atomic absorption 

‐ Spectrograph absorption GBC Avanta 
 
* Cupellation laboratory 

‐ Cupellation Oven Italtec FCOP / P 
‐ Laminator laboratory LC--‐100--‐2 
‐ Electric heater flasks Selecta (4 positions) 
‐ Electric heater flasks Selecta (6 positions) 
 
 
 
 


